JP receives request by Ranger Steve
to solve problem of disappearance of
gorillas in Central Africa. Eagle teams
up with local eagles that show her
where guerrilla gang have them
hidden. Eagles drop Jakkals at the
sight where he has the dangerous
task of tracking the movement of
gang.
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The Action
“Utter…I know you gorillas will be surprised to hear me, a
baboon, speaking to you in Gorilla, but listen carefully because
I don’t want to waste time. I’m going to open your cages, but
don’t want you to come out until the jackal, the eagles and I
have distracted the nasty humans. You will then hear loud
grunts in Gorilla from the human with me, as well as from me.
This loud grunting is a signal that you will understand. When
that happens, you can come out, and do what you like with
these nasty humans, but don’t harm the human that can
speak to you, or the one with him. These humans will also be
releasing the leopards in the closed cages for them to help
you.”
All Bobbejaan heard from the gorillas on saying that was:
“Grunt …What a cheek. Who’s this baboon speaking Gorilla,
and giving us orders, think he is? Also a human that can speak
Gorilla and willing to help us, can’t be?”
Another said, “Grunt…Listen all of you, I’m the head gorilla
of this group, and the only adult. It’s great idea, so I think we
should listen and let’s not waste time arguing. We can talk to
this baboon and human afterwards.”
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A little later at the cage doors of the leopards, JP said:
“Leopards, I’m saying this only once, and I know you’ll
understand me because I’ve often spoken to leopards. I’m
going to open your cages, but I don’t want you to come out
until the eagles and my colleagues, a jackal and a baboon and
numerous released eagles have distracted the humans. We
don’t want them to be able to get to their guns and shoot you.
You are not to touch the jackal, the baboon, or any of the
eagles, and if you do I’ll shoot you. I’m also releasing the
Gorillas to help you. My loud growls will tell you when to
come out. You can do what you like to the nasty humans. You
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should be hungry because I’m sure they’ve not fed you for
some time.”

“Growl...Sounds like a good plan to me. You almost sound
like a leopard, but I think you’re a human. We’ll do as you say,
but don’t wait too long before you growl us into action. We’re
hungry, and we’ve been in these cages for many nights now.”
Screeching, grunting and growls out of JP’s and team
member’s mouths, told the captive eagles, gorillas and
leopards to leave their cages and get on with their respective
jobs. Over the next ten minutes, ‘screech, grunt and growl
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with screaming’ told us the animals and birds were doing their
job to perfection. Not one shot rang out. The gorillas beating
their chests and barking, with the leopards carrying off their
prey told JP the job was done.
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